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Full Text: 

LONG Building Environments was the full 
system equipment provider for the new DaVita 
World Headquarters building in Denver, 
Colorado. A Fortune 500 company, DaVita is 
not only known for its kidney care services, 
but also for its commitment to sustainability 
and “community first, company second” culture. The prominent 
14-story glass and metal building was completed based on 
unique specifications that fulfill all of these company 
characteristics. 

While the main goal was to maximize energy efficiency, LONG also had to think about occupant comfort, 
including acoustics, when choosing equipment and designing systems for the building. Acoustiflo fans, which 
are both energy efficient and quiet, were installed into Haakon custom air handlers to achieve this two-fold 
ventilation goal. LONG worked with Swanson Rink, engineers on the project, to provide the right mix of energy 
efficiency and acoustics by using different sizes and quantities of fans. This allowed LONG to eliminate the 
need for sound attenuators in the ductwork, therefore maximizing the efficiency of the system. A Dolphin 
Chemical Free Water Treatment system was also installed in the building reducing maintenance, making the 
environment safer for employees and shrinking the company’s carbon footprint. 

The most important aspect of this project was the firm’s ability to meet the stringent design and efficiency 
specifications of the owner and design engineers. LONG was able to not only exceed expectations when 
others could not, but was also able to make it happen on time and within budget. 

Equipment Provided: 

- Two McQuay WMC 290 Chillers 
- Full sheet metal package 
- Nine Haakon custom air handler units ranging from 25,000 to 45,000 CFM equipped with McQuay coils and      

Acoustiflo fans 
- Dolphin Chemical Free water treatment
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